Background. Historyl earningr equirest hats tudents understand historical phenomena, abstract concepts and the relations between them. Students have problems grasping, using and relating complex historical developments and structures.
historical phenomena( such as the events, structures and themes of an era), the temporal and causal relationships between them, and the concepts that describe these phenomenaa nd concepts. Students have problems grasping, using, and relating complexh istorical developmentsa nd structures (Carretero, Asensio, &P ozo, 1991) . Visualizationsi no therd omains have been shownt oh ave added value forl earning compared to purely textual representations. Peeck (1993) , fore xample, discusses several studies that show that presenting appropriate pictures alongside text increases understanding and memorization, and Mayer's( 2001) Cognitive Theoryo fM ultimedia Learning argues that visualizations can be powerful learning tools. These positive effects of visualizationsa re often explained by the Dual Coding Theory ( Paivio, 1991) , which assumesthat information is processed through one of two channels -verbalorvisualand predicts that adding pictures to text will benefit learning in most cases, as pictures can be processed both verballya nd visually,r esultingi nm ore elaborate encoding and the availability of more retrieval cues to the learner. Both Peeck and Mayer,h owever, focus mainly on the domain of the natural sciences.The humanities and social sciencessuch as historyand geography-remain underrepresented in the corpus of researchon learning with visual and multimodal representations.
The type of information represented can strongly determine ar epresentation's suitability forachieving its goal. O'Donnell, Dansereau, and Hall (2002) state that more researchisneeded on the match and mismatch between knowledgemaps(e.g.causal or hierarchical schemas) and the macrostructure of the information theyr epresent. It is possible that this effect can be extended to other types of visualizations. Schnotz and Bannert( 2003) found that, fort he success of visualizationso ft ime-differences in geography, it is essential that the representation type used fits the knowledgetype asked for. For example, in their study on differentt ypes of world maps showing time zones theyfound that it is easier to calculatetime differences with acarpet diagram than with a circle diagram. Likewise, Butcher (2006) found that visual representations seem most successful when theyare designed to supportthe specificcognitive processes needed fordeep understanding; that is, whenthere is amatch between representation type and knowledge type. Different domains have different needs. At imeline, fori nstance, will not often be found in geographys choolbooks, but it is verya ppropriate forh istory, because it visualizes the temporal relations necessaryf or building ac oherent representation of the past.
Visual representation types have been classified in different ways. Onec ommon dimension is the classification of visualizations as abstractv s. concrete( e.g. Lohse, Biolsi, Walker, &Rueter, 1 994) . Concrete and abstract visualizations each have advantagesa nd disadvantages. Concrete visualizations have as trong resemblancet o objectsi nt he real world, fore xample, photographs and realistic drawings.T heym ay also be easier to interprett hana bstractv isualizations,a st heyr equire little understanding of abstract visual conventions. On the other hand, theys eem less appropriate forvisualizing structural and relationalinformation. Concrete visualizations such as drawings also differ in the extent to which theys how ar ealistic and detailed imageo faphenomenon.
Originalhistorical visualisations, such as photographs or paintings,can give ac lear imageofahistorical phenomenon. For instance,building styles, specific tools, religious objects, or period costumes can help shape this image. However,the educational value of such concretevisualisations is often limitedbyproblems of source reliability (after all, these visualizationsare the creator's interpretation of objects or events), redundancy of information (e.g. decorative elements), the use of period-specific symbols (e.g.adog in a medieval picture represents loyalty) and students' lack of experience with the general visual language of ap articular period (e.g.f rescos, icons or romantic paintings; Husbands, 1996; Sauer,2 000). Realistic drawings made especially fore ducational purposes might be ag ood alternative, as redundant information can be lefto ut and complexinformation can be simplified. Within the domain of the natural sciences,such drawings combinedw ith text seem to be beneficial forl earners.B utcher (2006) investigated students learning about the hearta nd circulatorys ystem using either a simplified drawing that highlights structural relations, or am ore detailed and realistic visualization.S he found that simplified drawings best supportf actual learning and information integration.
Abstract visualizations show information units in aw ay that does not resemble tangible objects, but rather focus on certain aspects of the information,often containing visual elements whose meaning is based on convention, such as arrows in aflowchart, or coloursu sed to show altitudes on geographicm aps. Some exampleso fa bstract visualizationsa re causal diagrams -t hat focus on the causal relations between the components of the information unit -a nd flowcharts -w here each item has a conventional meaning ('file', 'defer', etc.) . O'Donnell et al. (2002) describe several advantagesofmore schematic representations,which theycall knowledge maps. These maps can focus attention on the macrostructure of ab ody of information. Using knowledge mapsresulted in higher recall of main issues in comparison with using text, and the maps seem to be especiallys upportive fors tudents with weak verbal skills. Other studies on the use and construction of concept mapsh ave also shown that abstract visualizations can support learning, both of concepts and of relations (Fischer, Bruhn, Gräsel, &Mandl, 2002; Robinson, Robinson, &Katayama, 1999; VanBoxtel, Van der Linden, Roelofs,&Erkens, 2002; VanDrie, VanBoxtel, Erkens, &Kanselaar,2005) . Understanding causal relations plays an important parti nh istoryl earning, but these relations are also very complex: There are usually multiple causes forasingle event, their importance or presence is often not immediately obvious, and in addition to their direct effect the causes also influence each other.Acausal schema that visualizes these relations might help create aclearer overview fort he learner (Barnes, 2002) .
Given the importance of combining the 'Building-blocks' of historical knowledge(i.e. knowledge of historical phenomena, relations between those phenomena, and concepts describing phenomena and relations)and the affordancesand limitations of concreteand abstract visualizations that 'fit' these types of knowledge,t he idea occurst hat a combination of concretea nd abstract visualizationso ft hese different elements (phenomena,c oncepts,a nd relations) can supportt he acquisitiono fh istorical knowledge.I ti st hought that historical phenomenac an be better understood if one can form an imageo fi t and relate it to other phenomena (Carretero, Jacott, Limó n, Ló pez-Manjó n, &L eó n, 1994; Husbands, 1996; Leinhardt, 1993) . Fasulo, Girardet, and Pontecorvo (1998) argue that apicture can only show asnapshot of aseries of events. To makes uch an imagem eaningful, it needs to be framed by at emporal plot and its context of antecedents and consequences. Forexample, 'manorialism' in the Early Middle Ages can only be fully understood in the context of the fall of the WesternRoman Empire. Students need to understandhow each phenomenon is related to other phenomena, both chronologically( i.e. temporal relations)a nd in termso fc ause and effect (i.e. causal relations; Masterman &R ogers, 2002) . Although several studies have shed light on the effects of either schematic (abstract)o rp ictorial (concrete) visualizationso nl earning, little is known about the effects of combining such representations highlightingdifferent aspects of the topic content, especially in learning assignments.
The mediating function of multimodal representations is determined -a mong others-by the nature of activities with the representations (Peeck, 1993) . Theory seems to suggest that assembling and constructing multimodal representations -a s opposed to simply receing them -m ore strongly encourages articulationo fi deas and content, discussion, and deep processing (Cox, 1999) . Most researchonlearning with visual or multimodal representations deals with representations that are given to learners. Often, the participants are instructed simply to 'study' the materials, and are not required to performany other activity, such as sequencing those that represent the components of aprocess. Thesetypes of tasks can be viewed as differentpositions along ac ontinuum, with representations merely presented to the learners at one end, and representations constructed by the learnersthemselves (e.g. having them draw) at the other end (Van Meter &Garner, 2005) .Both mainstream theories, Dual Coding Theory (Paivio,1 991) and the Cognitive Theoryo fM ultimediaL earning (Mayer, 2 001) , are based on researchw ith presented representations. Somewhere between those two extremes on the continuum are representations where some parts are provided to the learnersand some parts are constructed by the learnersthemselves -for example when learnersh ave to add captions to pictures.
As tudy by Prangsma, VanB oxtel, and Kanselaar (2008) focused on differences between textual and multimodal tasks. These tasks were based on the idea that assembling and constructing visual or multimodal representations -a so pposed to simply presenting them -w ould mores trongly encourage deep processing through active involvement with the content. Moreover,this effect should be even stronger for collaborativeg roupw ork, becauset here the visualizations also functiona s communicative support,e ncouraging discussion and articulationo fi deas and content (Cox, 1 999; Reimann, 2 003) . The visualizationst hat students built-in the study by Prangsma et al. (2008) contained bothc oncretep icturesa nd abstract schemas at the same time. The pictures each visualized as ingle historical phenomenon (e.g. trade by barter) and the pictures and text had to be incorporated by the students in causal schemas and timelines. The study showed that integrating multimodal representations in atimeline led to significantly better learning outcomes than working on atextual task, but only in the shortrun. Since that study dealt with differentcombinations of abstract and concretev isualisations, one might suspect that differences in abstractness and concreteness of the visualisations might have played arole. However,this could not be distilledf rom the data gathered.T herefore, the study described here wasd esignedt o pull apartt he three modes of representation -t ext, concretep ictures and abstract schemas -t ot ry to find out what the effect was of each type separately as well as in combination.I na ddition, the tasks were reduced to morec loselyr esemble the tasks used by Bodemer,P loetzner,B ruchmü ller,a nd Häcker (2005),w ho conducted an experimental study in which students had to relate textual and pictorial information aboutthe working of atire pump to each other by dragging and dropping captions on to elements of ad rawing of at ire pump on ac omputer screen. Thist ype of integration activitysignificantly improved learning when the learning material was morecomplex.
Problem definition
This study was set up to researchthe differences in learning effectsofdifferent types of visualizations. It deals with differences between learning with textual tasks, with concrete(i.e. realistic) pictures added to the textual tasks, with text in an abstract causal map showing the relations between historical phenomena in the task, and with a combination of text and pictures in acausal map. The main questionaddressed by this researchi s: Does combining text and differentt ypes of visualizations -a bstract and concrete-i nh istoryt asks enhance the acquisition of knowledgeo fahistorical phenomenon, including the concepts and relations linkedt oi t?
Method

Participants
The participants in this study ( N ¼ 104) werepupils from six differentfirst-year classes in vocational middle school with three differentt eachers in two differents chools (pupilsaged12to13). The majority of Dutch pupils in secondaryschool (approximately 60%) attend this type of school. About 24% of the pupils at this level have problems readingtheir school textbooks (Hacquebord, 2004) .
Experimental tasks
Working in pairs during one historylesson (approximately 45 min), participants carried out atask on the Early Middle Ages -500 to 1000 AD in WesternEuropeanhistory-and specifically on the effects of the fall of the Roman Empire. Each student pairw as provided with a328-word text.The text had aFlesch-Douma Readability Ease Score of 70, which is normal to fairly easy (Douma, 1960) , and it contained 24 differentconcepts, including substantive concepts,s uch as tradeb yb arter, Viking,a griculture, administrator, lord ,and serf,and methodological concepts, such as cause and change.
To make sure that all participants had read the text before starting on the assignment, the pairs were instructed to readthe text out loud to each other. The text was the same forall four conditions, did not include visualizations, and was available during the task. After reading the text, the pairs were given at ask in one of four conditions: Textual, Concrete, Abstract, and Combined. The task sheets with visualizationsw ere designed according to the four principles form ultimedia learning deemeda ppropriate fort he materials used (Mayer,2 001). The tasks contained both words and picturesa nd/or schemas (multimediap rinciple), extraneous material wase xcluded (coherence principle),all elements of the task sheets were given to the participants simultaneously rather than successively(temporal contiguity), and depending on the condition text was organized in ac ausal schema and/orp laced near ac orresponding picture (spatial contiguity principle). Participants were asked to insertappropriate concepts,and thus finish sentences aboutevents, phenomena, and relationships. In short, the focus of this study is on photorealistic drawings (i.e. concretevisualisations) of historical phenomena and concepts, and on causal maps( i.e. abstractv isualizations) that represent relations between phenomena.
The tasks in all four conditions included the same12fill-in-the-blank sentences about the main issues in the text. The fill-in-the-blanks were informationallyequivalent to the information in the text, but theywere not identical to text sentences.The concepts to be filled in werep resent in the text, but appropriate synonyms werea lso allowed in some cases.
The tasks in the Textual condition contained just that: Text in the shapeofthe 12 fillin-the-blank sentences.T he Abstract condition contained the samefi ll-in-the-blank sentences,b ut in the form of ac ausal schema. The Concrete condition included eight pictures to illustrate the 12 fill-in-the-blank sentences.R eading from left to right, the sentences in this condition were in the same order as those in the text condition. The tasks in the Combined condition combined all three elements:t he fill-in-the-blank sentences and pictures were integrated in the causal schema. In both conditions with pictures,each picture represented all or partofthe concepts that had to be filled in by the students. Thus,s tudents were required to combine the verbalt exts with the presented visualizations. The black-and-white drawings used forthe answer sheets were produced specifically fort he experiments by ap rofessional schoolbook illustrator and showed simplified representations of historical concepts, such as Vikings, trade by barter,and agriculture .The task sheets forall four conditions are showninFigures. A1-A4 in the Appendix.
All participants worked in pairsf or two reasons. First, this wasd one to encourage active processing through discussion (Erkens, Jaspers, Prangsma, &K anselaar,2 005; Roschelle, 1992) .Also, the tasks were based on the tasks in the previousstudy discussed in the Introduction, which dealt with dyadsb ecause there it enabled us to study the learning process through the student dialogue.
Preparatoryassignment
To give all participants the same starting-point forthe experimentaltask in the study,and to give them the required background knowledge about the topic, ap reparatory assignment wasg iven. Participants -h aving just rounded offachapter on Antiquitywere asked to drawpictures to illustrate atextonthe Fall of the Roman Empire. The text was divided into three sections. The first section was aboutthe situation in the second century:alargeRoman empire dividedinprovinces, governedbyanemperorand with a strong army defending the bordersw ith fortresses and soldiers. The second section included information about the weakening of the empire( due to incompetent emperors,t he division of the empire in an easterna nd aw estern part, invasions and overthrowingofthe last of the Roman emperors). The third and final sectionconcluded with the situation as it existed in approximately the year 500 AD,w hen the Western Empire was gone and only the EasternE mpire continued. The participants were then asked to make three drawings -one foreachsection of the text -that together would give an accurate representation of the Fall of the Roman Empire. The task was piloted in two historyc lasses.
Te sts
Participants completed the same individual test three times (pre-test, post-test, and retentiontest) which required them to indicate whether given statements were true or false. Eacht est consisted of the same2 8t rue-false items. Since, the instructional text was only 328 words in length, it was difficult to construct three parallel tests with a sufficient numbero fi tems each. Together, the 28 items covered the fullr angeo f phenomena, relations and concepts in the text and the assignment. To avoid test-effect as much as possible, the order of the questions was reversed fort he post test. Some examples of test items are: 'Viking raids were giving people trouble' (true), 'Roman administrators stayedt og overnt he territory'(false),' Most people livedf rom trade'(false), and 'Almost everyone lived on agriculture'(true).
Reliability of the true-false test wasd etermined using Cronbach'sa lpha. Prior knowledge was low,s op upils had to resortt og uessing on the pre-test, resulting in random answers, and thus in aCronbach'salpha of .53. Cronbach'salpha forthe post test, thoughnot high (.68), was acceptable. Cronbach'salpha forthe retention test was .73.
In addition to the true-false test, the post test was preceded by afree recall test, in which participants were askedtowrite down everything theycould remember from the text and the task fort he period 500 to 1000 AD.T heyw ere encouragedt ow rite full sentences,a nd when giving loose concepts at least tryt oe xplain them.
The free recall test wasa nalysed by counting the number of differenth istorical concepts used and the number of correct propositions stated. First, all responses were divided into segments. An ew segmentw as assumed where: (1) There was as ignal word, e.g. but,so, because,and, then, and in some cases also for when,and that,and (2) either an ew sentence was started (full stop), or the clause could function as an independent sentence (i.e. containing at least averb and asubject).Asaconsequence, clauses with ellipsis were not segmented,sothat fore xample, 'The farmersgave away parto ft heir crop and receivedp rotection in return' was coded as as ingles egment. Informationally irrelevant segments such as 'I can't remember anything else' or 'Wedid two tasks and Iw orked with Jerry'w ere excluded from the analyses.
For the analysis of concepts, the concepts were underlined,a nd the number of different concepts was counted fore ach participant. The list used forc onceptc oding was based on the text and task and contained at otal of 24 differentc oncepts.N o distinction was made between correctly and incorrectly used concepts. Looseconcepts (i.e. not partofaproposition -see the next paragraph) did count towards the number of concepts, although theyw ere not counted as propositions.
For the analysis of propositions, the segments were codeda sp roposition or nonproposition. Aproposition was defined as astatement about ahistorical phenomenon, relation or concept. Segments that only contained loose concepts (e.g. 'Romans') were considered non-propositions. Finally, the propositions were coded as either correct or incorrect.Acorrect proposition was defined as as tatement about ah istorical phenomenon, relation or concept that is at least partly based on the contents of the text or task, and that does not conflict with historical reality as it is normally interpreted, for example, 'Serfs gave away partoftheir crop in exchangefor protection','Germanicare a people'.A ni ncorrect proposition was defined as as tatement that conflicts with information in the text,that is historically incorrect (such as an anachronism), that is too general and not specificfor the particular periodand/or situation, or that refers to other periods than the one dealt with in the text and task,f or example, 'Farmersl ooked for protection from as erf', 'Roadsa nd bridges are fort ransportation'. Propositions were counted as incorrect whent heyd ealt with the historical periodp receding the one discussed in the text, but were correct historically.Propositions were counted as correct when theydealt with the historical period preceding the one discussed in the text, but were also mentionedi nthe text.
Inter-rater reliabilities werecalculated foreach step forarandom selection of 15 post tests. The inter-rater reliability (Cohen'skappa) forconceptcoding was verygood (.86), ford istinguishing propositions it wasg ood( .76),a nd forc orrectness of propositions it was also good (.77). Examples of propositions from the free recall test are shown in Table 1 .
Evaluation questions
We also included questions to evaluate, the participants'p erception of the task difficulty and enjoyability and of their perception of their own achievement. Concrete visualizationss uch as the pictures used in our study may motivates tudents to focus attention on important parts of the text and the accompanying task. The pictures may also reduce the difficulty level of the task, because the pictures represent parto ft he concepts that have to be filled in by the students.S alomon and Leigh (1984) , on the other hand, found that arepresentational format that is perceived as being easier results in lower mentaleffort, leading to less deep processing. The questionnaire wasgiven to the participants after completion of the task. This questionnaire consisted of three questions each on af our-point scale: (1) Did youo rd idn't youe njoy the task? (very enjoyable -not enjoyable at all) (2) Did you find the task easy or difficult? (veryeasyvery difficult) and (3) Did youl earnalot or veryl ittle from the task? (a lot -n othing).
Setting and procedures
The teachersassigned the pupils to three levels (low,intermediate, and high),based on their historyg rades on their reportc ards. Thesel evels were used to distribute pupils over conditions within each class,and then to divide them into dyadswith contiguous ability ranges (low þ intermediate and intermediate þ high) and intermediate dyads, because these combinationshave been shown to result in an optimum balance between symmetrytoenhance communication and relations and asymmetrytokeep the dialogue going (Saleh, Lazonder,&De Jong, 2005) .L ow-intermediate and high-intermediate dyads were evenlyd istributed over the conditions within each class. Participants with missing data (e.g.d ue to missed tests)w ere not included in the final sample. Table 2 shows the final distribution of pupils from differentteachersover conditions. The experiment began in the first lesson after completion of the regular lessons on Antiquity. To ensure that all participants had asimilar starting-point forthe period before 500 AD,the preparatoryassignment on the fall of the Roman Empire was administered before the pre-test. The pre-tests werea dministered one to six daysb efore the startof the experiment. The evaluation questionnaire wasg iven to the participants directly after completion of the task. The post test was administered directly after the questionnaire:A fter the free recall test was collected,t he true-false parto ft he post test test was handed out.The retention test was administered about 6weeks after the experiment. The participants did not receive feedback on their tasks or tests during the entire period of the study.Between the post test and the retention test, regular classes were taught about the Early Middle Ages, such as the spreado fI slam and Christianity, but not aboutthe specific topic of the experiment.
Hypotheses
Significantly higher post test scores were expected fort he Abstract and Concrete conditionst han fort he Textual condition, becauset he concrete and abstract visualizationsa re expected to stimulatem ore elaborate encoding and can function as anchorsf or remembering the information.W ee xpected the Combined condition to have significantly higher scores than the otherthreeconditions, because this condition supportst he formation of ac lear imageo fh istorical phenomena, it makesc ausal relations more salient and it provides the most anchors. Furthermore, we expectedthat students in bothc onditions with concretev isualizations would perceivet he task as easier and more enjoyable than students in the other conditions.
Results
Therew eren os ignificantd ifferences betweenc onditionso nt he pre-tests core ( F (3,100) The free recall tests werea nalysed foru se of historical concepts and propositions. An ANOVA showed that the four conditions did not differ significantlyinthe numberof different concepts ( F (3,100) AK olmogorov-Smirnov test showed that the data of the evaluation questions were not distributed normally.T able 5shows the results forthe questions foreach condition. On average, the participants in all four conditions had an eutral opinion on the enjoyability of the task ( M ¼ 2.11, SD¼ 0.52), as aK ruskall-Wallis test showed no significant differences ( x 
Discussion
Returning to the hypothesis, the results lead to the conclusion that tasks requiring the combination of text and different types of visualizations -a bstract and/or concrete ones -d on ot necessarily enhance historyl earning more than textual tasks alone. More specifically, the abstractness or concreteness of the visualizations did not seem to play ar ole. An umber of factorsm ay have influenced this outcomes uch as the lack of difference between conditions, the complexity of the task, the students' lack of experience with visual tasks, the setting, the nature of the domain, or its semiotics. First, the predicted effects of the use of visualizations may have failed to materialize as aresult of the similarity between the materials used in the four different conditions in the study.A ll four conditions receivedt he samec arefully written one-paget ext. It is possible that reading this shorttext, in itself, wasenough to be able to performwell on the tests, and that this reduced the added value of the tasks -even though the concrete pictures and abstract schemas weredesigned to supportthe learning process.While the visualizationsinour study were carefully designed to suit the content, it is possible that the visualizations were simply not needed.
Second, it may have been the case that the task content used in our researchwas not complexe nought oe licit the expectedr esults.B odemer, Ploetzner, Bruchmü ller,a nd Häcker (2005) found that integration of multimodalrepresentations wasmoreeffective only forlearning from complexinformation. Perhaps the text that was given effectively explained the complexity of the information,o rt he fill-in-the-blanks task provided enougho pportunity fora ctivelyp rocessing the information without using the visualizations. If we had chosendifferentcontent requiring differentvisualizations -in particular abstract ones such as maps or timelines -this might have given quite different results.T his also raises the question as to whether the abstract/concrete distinction is really au seful one forr esearcho nl earning through integrating textual and visual information.
Athird factor that may have affectedthe outcomes of our study is the extent to which students actually process the visualisations and/or integrate the textual and visual information.P articipants in the Abstract,Concrete and Combined conditions were not explicitly stimulated to use the schema and/or picturesprovided or to talk about them. It is possible that pupils are fixed in their habits, in their approach to doinghistoryand dealing with historyt asks. In other words, maybe 'old habits die hard'. Pupils may typically focus on the textual information,a nd not use the visual information that is presented to their fulla dvantage unless explicitlyt old to do so or withoutb eing explicitly told how to do this.S uch explicit instruction and practice with using visual information was not included in the researchdesign. Compared with the tasks used in this study,the tasks used in our previous study required learnerstobemore active with the visualisations (e.g. to sequencet he pictures) and to more activelyi ntegrate the textual and visual information (i.e. to write completecaptions and not simply fill-in-theblanks). This mayexplainwhy learnersinour previous study who completed tasks with visualizationsoutperformed learners in the textual condition,whereas we did not find such adifference in this study.Several researcherssuggest that simply providing visual representations is not sufficient and that active integration or processing is needed (e.g. Ainsworth, 1999; S cevak &M oore, 1998) . On the other hand,i ns tudies in other domains simplyadding pictures to text without any constructive activitytoprocess the information or relate text and pictures wasb eneficial to learning (Peeck, 1993) .
Fourth, the setting of our study may have played an important role. The researchwas done in ac lassroom setting, where the tasks werei ncorporated in the normal history curriculum. Thise cologically valid setting may have influenced the results through interfering circumstances, such as classroom dynamics and attention span differences. The experiments that led to Mayer'sC ognitive Theoryo fM ultimedia Learning (2001) , on the contrary, were carried out in lab-like situations,inindividual settings, and with a very differentt ype of participant -m ainly psychology undergraduate 'volunteers' instead of 12 to 14-year-olds in prevocational education -the lower levels of secondary education. While this study was not intended as ar eplication of Mayer'sw orki td oes raise the possibility that there may be some problems with the ecological validityo f some of the assumptions underlying Mayer'st heory.
Further explanations forthe findings can be placed under two themes: the nature of the domain, and the semiotics of the visualisations. Both were different in this study than in most studies that did confirmthe superiority of multimodal tasks. First, the nature of the subject domain might offerapossible explanation fort he findings in this study. Previous studies on learning with visualizations by otherresearchers were mainly done in the domain of science. The nature of phenomena dealt with in science is often very different from the natureo fh istorical phenomena ( Voss &W iley, 2006) .S cience is a well-structured domain, and its phenomenac an often be understood in terms of 'how things work' -such as how lightning occursorhow apump works: these are processes that can be shown in quite straightforward representations. History, on the otherhand, is ill-structureda nd highly interpretative in nature (Wineburg, 1 999) . Historical concepts are often ill-defined, with no generally agreed upond efinitions and with different meanings when applied to differenth istorical situations (Limó n, 2002) . Historical phenomena -such as manorialism and serfdom -can be understoodinterms of human behaviour in specific contexts, and are not easily unequivocallyrepresented in concreteoreven combined visualizations. In historylearning, just apicture or schema with no or very little text may serve as an anchor,b ut perhapsi td oes not serve as a suitable replacement forj ust textual information.
Linked to this is the idea that the grammar -o rs emiotics -o fv isualisations in the domain of historyh as no unambiguous principles or rules as there are in science. The visual grammar of ad omain like science, even though it deals with complex phenomena, is more standardized-e.g. open and closed pipelines are represented by a solid versus adashed line. Historical phenomena, relations and concepts -such as war, democracy or justice -o nt he other hand, cannotb ee asily described with standard visualizations. De Westelinck et al. (2005) found limitations of Mayer'st heoryo f multimedia learning (Mayer, 2 001) in as tudy within the domain of educational psychology in longer learning periods and with more abstract and semiotically ambiguous concepts,ast he study discussed heredid forh istory. Just as in educational psychology,inhistoryeven seemingly simple symbols like arrows can be interpretedin different ways, forexample as indicating dynamic relations such as causality,ormerely as temporalr elations, or as static relations describing the structure of phenomena (O'Donnell et al.,2002) . In addition, even the basic governing principles such as cause and effect can be quite unpredictable and cannot be captureds in general laws (Voss & Wiley, 2006) . Simply adding arrows is not enough ford escribing causal relations, as a single eventcan trigger an avalanche of differentpossible consequences. Even when the context is known, fore xample the Early MiddleA ges, pictures are also often open to multiple interpretations.Thisalso makes it hard forstudents to learntounderstand the form of representation-t he importance of which is underlined by Ainsworth (2006) : There are no fixed formats in history, fore xample forv isualizing time, war or manorialism. Perhaps, the participants in this study did not use the visualizationssimply because theyd id not have the skills to interpret them.
Abright spot in the results deals with the evaluation of the visualizations. Students in the pictorial visualization condition( 'Concrete') rated the materials as easier and felt that theyhad learnt more from the task than the students in the textual condition rated their materials. Such positive appreciation of the materials should not be underestimated.The goal of educational innovation is not only to makelearning more efficient so that learnerslearnthe same amount of material in ashorter time-span, and/or make learning more effective so that learnersl earnb etter,b ut also to makel earning more pleasant (for example by being easier or giving the feeling of learning more)such that the affective learning experiencei sm ore satisfying and learnersw ill want to learn (Kirschner, 2 004) . Educational researcho nl earning with visualizationst endst of ocus only on determining how specific tools, environments, or student characteristicsaffect either the effectiveness and/or efficiency of learning, and not on motivational or emotional aspects of representation types. Although concretev isualizations were not found to have an effect on performance in the researchreported here, theystill seemed to have some positive consequences forthe way students appreciated the tasks. Future researchs hould therefore pay attention to affective aspects of learning with different types of visualizations.
In this discussion, we have considered several possible explanations to clarify the absence of differences betweenconditions. Thoseexplanations lead us in very different directions, and this shows that the causes are complexa nd varied. Future research should focus on gaining insight into these differentaspects of the use and interpretation of differenttypes of visualizationsinthe humanities and social sciences,for example in domains such as historyorgeography. In particular,morequalitative studies should shed light on the way pupils at differenteducational levels understandand interpret different types of visualizations of historical phenomena and relations and the specific conditions under which such visualizationscan enhance historyl earning. Concrete and abstract visualizations 387
